
JAPAN AVIATION SERVICE

JAPAN'S LATEST TOPICS
Japanese seasonal sake
What do you think of when September
comes? The end of the summer, or the
beginning of the fall? Although these things
come to mind, you should also know that
September brings us the best season for
Japanese sake.
You can enjoy sake during all seasons.
However, sake called ‘Hiyaoroshi’ only
appears in the market from September
through the end of November.
‘Hiyaoroshi’ is a term referring its brewing procedure. While ordinary sake is heated twice
in its brewing process, ‘Hiyaoroshi’ is only heated once before storage. Normally, the sake
heating process is carried out once before storing for aging, and once before bottling to
stabilize its taste. What is different about ‘Hiyaoroshi’ is that there is no heating process
before bottling.
The making of ‘Hiyaoroshi’ is started in the winter. Once it is stored after fermentation, it
spends all the summer in a cool warehouse for aging. Because it is not heated before
bottling, it allows the taste to be more gentle and mellow, and it turns much richer in flavor
by the fall.
It is absolutely worth trying. Its delicately balanced flavors and aromas are very popular.
Please remember if you have a chance to fly to Japan during this season, you should try
‘Hiyaoroshi’. And if you want to give a customer or friend a unique gift, we recommend
‘Hiyaoroshi’.

Have a good refreshment at home
As COVID-19 continues to get worse due to the Delta
variant, a lot more of us are staying home again. This is
causing many in Japan to find new things to do while at
home.
Camping was getting very popular in Japan before the
pandemic. But today, it has become too difficult to do.

However, instead starting in 2021, many Japanese people started to enjoy camping as an
indoor leisure activity by using their veranda at home.

https://clt1358904.bmetrack.com/c/l?u=CCC741B&e=130A5D9&c=14BC38&t=1&l=14F3208E&email=jq4%2B%2FojewkvhlxXOBqovGMnJ2owb7J0mBgxKGNHMDKg%3D&seq=1


By putting your outdoor chair, table, lantern, and a small tent on your veranda, you can start
veranda camping! It is not difficult and can be fun and cozy for the long autumn evening.
Don’t forget to bring your ‘Hiyaoroshi’ or your favorite drink, and have fun on your veranda!

RECOMMENDED SIGHTSEEING SPOT AND NEAREST AIRPORT

Endoji and the Shikemichi Historical
District
Endoji and the Shikemichi Historical District
are about a 10min walk from Nagoya
Station,.
The history of this downtown area began
during the Edo period. When Nagoya
Castle construction began in 1610, this
place started to become popular among
people who organized material
transportation to Nagoya Castle by using
Horikawa River. During the same period,
some temples and shrines were transferred
here as well.

Shikemichi Street

Endoji-shotengai

You can walk through the main arcade
street called ‘Endoji-shotengai’ and find
many interesting shops and restaurants. In
contrast, once you get to a side street
called ‘Shikemichi Street’, you can see
historical townhouses and storehouses
where you can discover the traditional
Japanese lifestyle.
If you have time to visit Nagoya, please go
to Endoji and Shikemichi Historical District.
You can enjoy tasting Nagoya’s traditional
food in ‘Endoji-shotengai’ after having a
slow and relaxing time walking on
‘Shikemichi Street’.

Nearest Airport : RJGG (Nagoya)

・Airport of entry

・Operational Hours: 24 hours

・CIQ Hours: 24 hours

・Business Jet Termial: Available

・It takes about 45min from RJGG

by car

Handing Arrangement Procedure:
RJGG
Apply slots to JCAB
↓
Coordinate with CIQ
↓
Arrange our 3rd party and local service
↓
Apply landing permit (※if required)
↓
Handling Service Confirmed

MONTHLY SLOT RELEASE SCHEDULE



For OCTOBER 2021 (L=JST)

*Slots for today through 30SEP2021 may be applied for on a daily basis.

App Store Google Play

Ground Handling Charter Flight

For any questions, please contact

Email: flightsupport@jas-fbo.co.jp

Phone: +81 3 5708 0088

Diplomatic Flight Aviation Fuel

It is our pleasure to serve you.

STAY SAFE!!

◆Applicable Operation Dates:

01OCT21–30OCT21 (RJTT/RJAA/RJBB/RJCC)

◆Monthly Application Deadline:

06SEP21 0730Z (1630L) (RJAA)

10SEP21 0730Z (1630L) (RJTT / RJBB/ RJCC)

◆Daily Application Starts at:

15SEP21 0800Z (1700L) (RJAA)

21SEP21 0800Z (1700L) (RJTT / RJBB/ RJCC)
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